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Both Cinematheques, Holly- 

wood and Pasadena, are showing 

Mark Lane’s*Rush To Judgment.” 
The film could not have arrived 
at a more significant moment; 
Jim Garrison's efforts to try Clay 
Shaw apparently are futile as 

America deliberately forgets the 
assassination of John F, Kennedy, 

It is bitterly characteristic of 
Americans today that “Rush To 
Judgment” —indeed the whole 
nightmare from which itarose— 
has been relegated to “under- 

ground” status, A film vitally es- 
sential to every American is 
treated as an oddity andplayedin 
“underground” theaters (assum- 
ing the social stigma therein) in- 
stead of being emblazoned across 
every drive-in screen in the na- 
tion, free of charge, 

As a movie “Rush To Judg- 

ment” is negligible; as a docu- 
ment of a twisted and tormented 
segment of American history it 
is invaluable, Like it or not, this 
film—or more precisely, the si- 

tuation which caused this film— 
raises questions that will haunt 
the American conscience until 
they are truthfully answered, 

We live in a society which not 
only tolerates but encourages 
escapism, Conditioned by a 
steady diet of radio and television 
information, we are even able to 
convince ourselves that fact is 
fantasy, The war in Vietnam is 
just another serialized movie; 
and Bosley Crowther saw “Rush 
To Judgment” as just another 
# ,.. good courtroom drama that 
bombards the viewer,” Sure Bos- 
ley, it’s a courtroom drama, and 

the conscience of every Ameri- 
ean is on trial 

Mark Lane (above) and Oswald (below) are two 
of the “actors” in the documentary *Rush to Judgement,” 



If the attitudes of the genera- 
tion now in control of the system 
were prevalent, there would be 
little hope of our conscience ever 
being found guilty, But a new or- 
der is taking over. I’m 26 years 
old; there’s a whole lifetime a- 
head of me in which Pll have ab- 

“solutely no respect for my 
government, nor feel any duty to 
my country because of what my 
country has proven itself to be, 
And there are millions of young 
people who hold there same sen- 
timents, On this alone I rest my 
hopes for the future. 

*Rush To Judgment” is simply 
a two-hour condensation of Mark 

Lane’s book of the same title, 
Its methods are the same as the 
book's: a challenge and refutation 
of the Warren Commission Re- 
port using the findings of the re- 
port itself, Lane does not claim 
to have solved the assassination 
mystery; he merely demon- 
strates (and to my mind, proves, 
that the Warren Commission 
not solved it either, 

But the film of “Rush To Judg- 
ment” has an immediacy, urgek- 
ey and viability that the book 
lacks, It is safe to assume that 
at least 75 per centofthe readers 

- of this article have not actually 
read Lane’s book, much less the 
Warren Commission Report, 
Through condensations in news- 
papers and magazines and 
through television summaries we 
know the gist of Lane’s conten- 
tions; but there are always two 
sides to a story and, after all, 
we aren’t in a position to KNOW, 
are we? 

The point is, of course, that 
we are never ina position to know 
anything which the system does 
not want us to know, If truth is 
our aim—-and as decent human 
beings we should have no other 
aim—-then the questions which 
Lane asks are certainly more 
pressing than the conclusions the 
Warren Commission has reached, 
And the beauty of this movie is 
that it presents these questions 

“live” in the form of honest Ame- 
rican citizens whose testimony 
incontrovertibly makes the War- 
ren Commission Report highly 

suspect, 
Slowly, deliberately, plodding- 

ly, Lane parades his endless 

stream of witnesses and contra- 

dictions across the screen un 

one is overwhelmed with th 
grossness of the error which) 
leaders obviously have made 
their investigation. 

Once again we see films of the 

assassination, of Oswald’s ar- 

rest and finally his death at the 

hands of Jack Ruby, Lane's ca- 

| mera takes us behind the white 
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